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WHAT WE DO
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For Corin, we created a new template based on company 
branding, rewrote the story, and designed 20+ slides
The PowerPoint template incorporated all the new 
branding, colors, & fonts, and is easy to use.

We used the first slide to jump straight into the value 
by introducing Corin’s unique approach.

Then we introduced the full products/service portfolio 
broken down into sections with clear division.

Using client provided visuals, we portrayed the entire 
portfolio on one easy to read slide.

Breaking up the visual style, we chose a half-moon to 
demonstrate the unique features of this product.

A complex process is presented in a simple way, helping 
the audience understand the value that Corin brings.

SALES PRESENTATIONS
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For a CIO conference, we crafted a powerful story and 
created 12 punchy slides for an awarding winning keynote

KEYNOTES

Our client wanted to use a video at the beginning, from 
which we pulled images to highlight different aspects.

Not all keynotes can be puppies and kittens, however 
a lot can be done with logos, icons, and text emphasis.

Sometimes, a few simple images can say as much as a 
dozen words. This slide perfectly supported the speaker.

However, sometimes a complex story needs to be 
explained – how banking as a service works.

When detailed texts need to be covered in order to dive 
deeper into a subject, we emphasized the key messages.

A nice and simple conclusion with a dark theme 
recaptures the audience focus and supports retention.
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We carefully balanced the energy of the presenter with the 
audience, providing value without overdoing the sales focus

WEBINARS

By combining a powerful image with emphasized text, 
we were able to clearly highlight audience problems.

There are many webinar structures to choose from, but we 
went with 4 shifts to make the content more digestible.

By using emphasized text in quotes and images, we were 
able to regain the audience’s attention every few mins.

Structuring a framework with icons and images can help 
increase memorability in such a long presentation.

A recap always increases retention. In this case, there was 
no call to action as the energy was to be less sales focused.

For Greg Aden, a coach focused on servant leadership 
and communication, we chose a nature theme.  



HOW WE DO IT



Our structured and client-tailored process ensures you get 
the best results every time

We bring a fresh pair of 

eyes and set the tone 

based on your audience

01 Audience

We identify the key 

messages and craft a 

gripping story

02 Blueprint

We build the deck 

structure and refine the 

content

03 Content

We design the deck

to “sell” your ideas and 

reach your goals 

04 Design
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We have delivered hundreds of successful presentations for 
corporations, SMEs, and entrepreneurs
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And we form partnerships with our clients, large or small…

Jan has helped our team change our minds and have

a different approach by reaching out to clients with the way we 

communicate and what we communicate.

Greg
ADEN

Peter
SLINGERLAND

Jan and his team will make your slides pop.

I had a good PowerPoint presentation for a keynote talk. 

Jan and his team made the slides GREAT.

Christopher D.
KOLENDA, Ph.D.

Jan really helped me up my presentation game! 

Jan is more than just a vendor; he is a partner in my success.

We’ve worked on a dozen presentations together over the past 4 years.
Aden Leadership

Founder

DQ&A Northern Europe
Managing Director

Strategic Leaders Academy
Founder
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…spending the time to understand their audience, their 
business, and their values

Pochop Presentations have made my life a lot easier – with the minimum effort from my side, 

he managed to craft state of the art presentations in pretty much no time. They managed to 

save us loads of effort, which we could put in delivering additional value to our clients.

Needless to say, we have the nicest presentations from the whole company that even our 

CEO and marketing department love.

Karel
PILAŘ

Ondřej 
STOKLÁSKA

Working with Pochop Presentations is always very professional. Pochop Presentations 

are business-oriented with a strategic mindset. They are reliable, always delivering projects on 

time with a requested high level of quality. I can highly recommend Pochop Presentations 

because our cooperation was always very good and they provided really valuable help.

Zdeněk
BRÁZDIL

Pochop presentations helped me compose a presentation storyline so that my audience 

understood exactly what I wanted to say. Additionally, I did not have to waste time trying to 

perfect the design. The entire 30+ slide presentation required only my content inputs and a 

few short discussions. The result exceeded expectations.

Allianz
Head of Portfolio

Management and Analysis

Trask
Senior Manager of

Business Intelligence

Tipsport
Director of Strategy and 
Business Development



Jan Matthew Pochop

jan@pochop.net
www.pochop.net

US: (408) - 498-7189
Europe: +420 720 759 354

We look forward to partnering with 
you on your next presentation!


